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Cultures can be basically divided into two camps: hot-climate cultures and cold-
climate cultures.  Each culture has different values that are expressed in daily 
living and how one relates to life, oneself, and one another.  For this reason members 
of a different camp can experience frustration and conflict in differing camps.  If we 
can come to recognize and understand what other cultures value, then we can work to 
avoid conflict and work towards effective communication and fruitful relationships! 
 
Four Definitions and Differences to know: 

Hot-climate cultures – cultures that are “relationship-based”.  They are 
generally found in warmer climates though there are exceptions.  Examples 
include most Latin American countries, parts of Africa and  Alaska. 
Cold-climate cultures – cultures that are “task-oriented”.  They are generally 
found in colder climates, with exceptions.  Examples include the northern 
United States, Western Europe and Israel. 

 
High-Context Cultures – Generally older cultures with strong national 
identities and highly developed formalities.  Example: Most of Asia and Europe, 
Eastern United States, etc. 
Low-Context Cultures – Younger cultures with mixed national identity and less 
formalities.  Example: Western United States, Australia, etc. 

 
Throughout this discussion, be thinking about where you stand.  Put a star next to 
each category you fit into.  The goal here is to BE HONEST.  Everyone falls into 
different categories – even under the same area!   
 
 
 

HIGH-CONTEXT CULTURES LOW-CONTEXT CULTURES 
Proper greeting is essential: a sign of 
respect. 

Address people by their names unless 
otherwise specified. 

Who you know or are related to matters. What you know matters more than who you 
know. 

Honor those you are in contact with so as 
not to insult them. 

Lack of protocol does not imply rejection 
or insult. 

Respecting rules respects people. Accommodating with others ignorance of 
rules: not offended. 

It is better to overdress than under 
dress. 

Casual atmosphere does not imply 
disrespect. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



HOT-CLIMTE CULTURES COLD-CLIMATE CULTURES 
Communication and Respect Issues 

Relationship motivated Task motivated 
1. Communication must create a “feel 

good” atmosphere. 
2. Therefore communication must 

contribute to this atmosphere by 
not offending another. 

3. Therefore, speech may not seek to 
communicate information, but 
relationship building.  “Yes” is not 
always “yes”. 

4. Efficiency and time do not take 
precedence over the person. 

5. Though individuals may be 
otherwise, society is feeling-
oriented. 

1. Communication must provide 
accurate information. 

2. Therefore honest communication 
does not reflect how a person feels 
about another person (generally). 

3. Speech is meant to communicate 
information, not relationship.  “Yes” 
should be “yes”. 

4. Efficiency and time are high 
priorities, and taking them seriously 
is a statement of respect for the 
other person. 

5. Though individuals may be 
otherwise, society is logic-oriented. 

Identity Issues 
Group-oriented culture Individualistic culture 

1. Identity found in the group. 
2. Group protects and provides for the 

individual. 
3. Behavior reflects on the entire 

group. 
4. Team members expect direction from 

their leader. 

1. Identity found in the self.  Values 
the individual and their opinion. 

2. Initiative and independence (self-
dependence) is highly valued. 

3. Behavior reflects upon the 
individual and not the group. 

4. Team members expect to give input 
on team direction to their leader. 

Personal Boundary Issues 
Inclusion cultures Privacy cultures 

1. Individuals are included in 
conversation, meals, and the other 
activities of the group.  Violating 
this injures the one who seeks 
inclusion. 

2. Property is public. 
3. It’s not good to be by yourself. 

1. Relational boundaries are set and 
maintained.  Violating these injures 
the one who set them.  

2. Private property is accepted and 
responsibility for it is on the 
steward/owner. 

3. It’s okay to be by oneself. 
Hospitality 

Hospitality is spontaneous Hospitality is serious and planned 
1. Host takes care of everything. 
2. A gift is expected. 
3. Travelers are taken in and provided 

for. 

1. Travelers expected to make own 
other than what is communicated to 
host ahead of time. 

2. Guests are expected to pay in a 
restaurant unless offered by the 
host. 

3. Hospitality is a special occasion. 
Time Management 

Not as time-oriented Time-oriented 
1. Event oriented, but recognize some 

structure is necessary in some parts 
of life. 

2. Spontaneous and flexible. 
3. Experiencing the moment more 

important than saving time. 

1. Structured. 
2. Enjoy time efficiency. 
3. Time is a precious commodity. 

 


